Nate and his dad baked a cake. Nate got the cake plate. His dad got the tray. Nate put the plate on the tray. Nate will bring the cake to Jake.

“May I taste the cake?” asks Jake. Nate nods. Jake swallows a bit of the cake. “This is tasty cake! I will tell the kids this cake is first rate!” says Jake.

Jake runs to tell Bill, Sal, and Dave the tale of Nate’s cake. The kids run to Nate for cake. “Nate, bake us a cake!” yell the kids. It is late in the day, but Nate must bake.

Nate baked a big cake and the other kids helped. The kids ate the cake. Nate, his dad, and the other kids had a fun day baking!

**Activity** Write two sentences about the kinds of cakes that Nate bakes.